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Covers tools for beginners and Web design pros 

Create and maintain dynamic Web sites that express your personality! 

Expression Web is Microsoft's latest program for designing attractive, easy-to-navigate Web sites. Design beginners will love this book's plain-English explanations on how to set up a new site and create Web pages. Design pros will benefit from shortcuts showing how Expression Web makes tasks like using style sheets and complying with Web standards a breeze. 

	Work with text, hyperlinks, and graphics 
	Use templates to streamline your site 
	Tweak your pages with CSS and HTML 
	Publish your site on the Internet 
	Back up and move your site 


 About the Authors 

Since 1989, Linda Hefferman has been explaining technical stuff to everyday people who use technology but are not exactly best buddies with their computers.

Her first computer manual taught people how to make pretty graphs and charts from project management data using a software program written for the first version of Microsoft Windows. Since then she has written help systems and user manuals on such diverse products as Web stores, Flash-based educational Web sites, and customer management software for cosmetic salespeople.

This is her first title for the For Dummies series, and she's thrilled to combine her passion for writing with her technical skills to do what she loves best: help the average Joe and Jane feel comfortable and confident on computers. 

On her first day of college, Asha Dornfest took a bold step: She replaced her broken typewriter with a PC.

Asha didn't consider herself a geek; her computer was simply a tool to help her write papers and reports. But by her senior year, she came to regard her computer with a sense of kinship.

In 1994, Asha discovered the Internet. Soon after, she and her husband Rael started a Web design business in their dining room and began hawking their electronic wares. Mind you, this venture began during the Web-publishing Stone Age, when many people had never even heard of the World Wide Web. Rael quipped that For Dummies books about Web publishing may one day hit the shelves. Asha scoffed.

Rael obviously had more foresight than Asha did; Asha went on to write several books and articles on the topic, including Microsoft FrontPage For Dummies. She now spends an inordinate amount of time online-she's the founder and editor of the popular parenting Weblog Parent Hacks.
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This Is How They Tell Me the World Ends: The Cyberweapons Arms RaceBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		“Part John le Carré and more parts Michael Crichton . . . spellbinding.” –The New Yorker

		

		From The New York Times cybersecurity reporter Nicole Perlroth, the untold story of the cyberweapons market-the most secretive, invisible, government-backed market on earth-and a...
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100 Great Marketing Ideas (100 Great Ideas)Marshall Cavendish Limited, 2010


	IF YOU PICKED this book up, you are probably looking for some

	new ideas. You might be a marketer yourself, you might be an

	entrepreneur or small business person, or you might just want to be

	able to drop in a few good ideas at the next meeting. This book will

	help with any of those aims.





	Marketing is, above...
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The Global War for Internet GovernanceYale University Press, 2014

	The Internet has transformed the manner in which information is exchanged and business is conducted, arguably more than any other communication development in the past century. Despite its wide reach and powerful global influence, it is a medium uncontrolled by any one centralized system, organization, or governing body, a reality that has...
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Grid Application Systems DesignCRC Press, 2007
Grid computing is an emerging technology designed for high-powered applications. Grid Application Systems Design shows how to unleash the high performance of Grid technology.    It begins by delving into the history and theory of grid computing, providing background on the concepts, terminology, and issues surrounding it. The book then examines...
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Disability Rights and Wrongs RevisitedRoutledge, 2013

	Over the last forty years, the field of disability studies has emerged from the political activism of disabled people. In this challenging review of the field, leading disability academic and activist Tom Shakespeare argues that disability research needs a firmer conceptual and empirical footing.


	This new edition is updated...
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E-Librarian Service: User-Friendly Semantic Search in Digital Libraries (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2011

	The key to understanding the breathtaking development of mankind lies in the ability to objectify knowledge. Just like human knowledge has undergone changes, so have the libraries in their role as treasure chambers of said knowledge. With the advent of the digital age, traditional libraries were complemented by huge collections of digital...
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